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a b s t r a c t
Model-driven code generation has been investigated in traditional and object-oriented
design paradigms; significant progress has beenmade. It offersmany advantages including
the rapid development of high quality code. Errors are reduced and the consistency
between the design and the code is retained, in comparisonwith a purelymanual approach.
Here, a model-driven code generation approach based on graph transformations for
aspect-oriented development is proposed. The approach has two main transformation
activities. The first activity transforms a visual (graphical) model of the design into a
formal, text-based notation that can be readily processed. The graphical model is created
by the software designer and uses a UML profile for aspect-oriented software (i.e., FDAF)
to represent aspects and their components. XML is the target notation for this step;
the transformation uses the XML meta-model to ensure that the output complies with
the language. The second activity transforms the XML model into AspectJ source code.
The transformation uses the AspectJ meta-model to ensure the output complies with
the language. The transformations from the extended UML model to XML and from
XML to AspectJ code are fully automated. The transformation algorithms are based on
graph transformations; tool support has been developed. Key technical issues in the
approach are discussed, including performance, the amount of code generated, correctness,
and adaptability, in addition to a comparison of the proposal with existing alternative
approaches. The approach has been validated on three example systems: a banking system,
classroom scheduling system, and an insurance system. The banking system example is
presented in the paper.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The advantages of automated model-driven code development include rapid code generation, reductions in errors,
and consistency between the design and the code. Significant progress has been made in automatic code generation for
traditional and object-oriented development. For example, code generation has been presented using formal notations
including Petri Nets [45], Software Cost Reduction (SCR) [46], and SDL [46]. Full code generation has been accomplished;
approaches for generating optimized code have also been proposed. In object-oriented development, models represented
in UML have been used to generate fully executable code [25,36,38]. The generation of code ‘‘stubs’’ is an established feature
of currently available commercial and open source object-oriented CASE tools, such as the IBM Rational Software Architect
[25] and ArgoUML [1].
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However, limited work is available on model-driven code generation for aspect-oriented development. Aspect-oriented
development is a relatively new paradigm, which provides a way to encapsulate capabilities that would tend to crosscut
many elements in an object-oriented design, such as security [16]. At the code level, aspect-oriented programming
languages, such as AspectJ, provide linguistic mechanisms for separate expression of concerns (i.e., stakeholders’ interests),
along with implementation technologies for weaving these separate concerns into working systems. At the design level,
a system’s tangling concerns are encapsulated in a modeling element called an aspect. Subsequently, a weaving process is
employed to compose core functionalitymodel elements (those realize the system’smain functionalities)with these aspects,
thereby generating a complete architecture design.
Model-driven code generation is within the scope of the Object Management Group (OMG) Model-Driven Architecture
(MDA) guide [45]. This guide provides a means for using models to direct the course of understanding, design, construction
(i.e., implementation), deployment, operation, maintenance and modification of systems. A system can be represented
at multiple levels of abstraction; one goal is to (automatically) transform a model at a higher level of abstraction into
one at a lower level of abstraction. The MDA consists of four main models: Computation-Independent Model (CIM);
Platform-Independent Model (PIM); Platform Specific Model (PSM); and an Implementation Specific Model (ISM). The CIM
provides a viewof a systemusing the domain experts’ vocabulary. This corresponds to requirementsmodels for a system. The
PIM provides a view of a system that can be used with a number of different platforms of similar type. A common technique
for achieving platform independence is to target a systemmodel as a virtual machine (i.e., a set of parts and services that are
defined independently of any specific platform). This corresponds to analysis models for a system. A PSM provides a view of
a system that combines the specifications in the PIM with the details of a particular platform (i.e., programming language,
database, operating system, etc.); this corresponds to design models for a system. The ISM is the source code for a system.
Automated transformations, including PSM (design) to ISM (code) transformation investigated in this work, use a source
model as input and generate a target model according to a transformation definition. A transformation definition is a set of
transformation rules that together describe howamodel in the source language can be transformed into amodel in the target
language. Each transformation rule describes howone ormore constructs in the source language can be transformed into one
or more constructs in the target language. Transformationmechanisms can be categorized as declarative and/or operational
(i.e., imperative). Declarative approaches focus on the ‘‘what’’ aspect, i.e., they focus on what needs to be transformed
into what. Operational approaches focus on the ‘‘how’’ aspect, i.e., they focus on how the transformation itself needs to
be performed.
A declarative approach to transformation offers a number of advantages: it is formally founded, offers bi-directionality,
and provides a simpler semantic model to understand and specify model transformations. For example, the order of
rule application, the traversal of source models, and the creation of target models is implicit; this allows one to hide
the procedural details of the transformation, making the transformations more compact and maintainable. Declarative
approaches include functional programming, logic programming, and (pure) graph transformation techniques. A functional
programming approach towards model transformation is appealing, since any transformation can be regarded as a function
that transforms some input (the sourcemodel) into some output (the target model). In most functional languages, functions
are first class entities, implying that transformations can be manipulated as models too. An important disadvantage of the
functional approach is that it becomes awkward to maintain state during transformation. A logic language (e.g., Prolog or
Mercury) has many features that are of direct interest for model transformation: backtracking, constraint propagation (in
the case of constraint logic programming languages), bi-directionality of rules, and unification. Unification may either be
partial (which is easier to use and understand) or full (which is more powerful). Additionally, logic languages always offer
a query mechanism, which means that a separate query language is not needed. Graph transformation techniques define
transformation rules, which have a LHS (input subgraph) and a RHS (output subgraph) pattern. The LHS pattern is matched
in the model being transformed and replaced by the RHS pattern in place.
In practice, graph transformation approaches are hybrid approaches that combine declarative and operational
approaches. This category offers a number of advantages. First, graph transformation has been shown toworkwell formodel
transformations [48,51]. These prior works show that graph transformation is a well-suited technique on which to base
the two transformation algorithms defined in this approach. Second, graph transformation provides a uniform approach
to handling the model transformations. Tools have demonstrated the practical application of graph transformation rules
[47,50]. These tools show that graph transformation rules may be translated into efficient code. The implementation and
automation of these algorithms is important for validating theAspectJ code generation. Third, graph theory provides a formal
approach to manipulating the visual models and a basis for future algorithm analysis and improvements (e.g. performance
improvements, etc.) to the automation of the algorithms [39,53]. Lastly, graph transformation fits better in this approach
than text-based approaches, such as a template-based approach, because the initial model is a visual model and not text
based. The model transformations are based on differences in meta-models. Since the meta-models are graphical models,
graph transformations supports the handling of the graphical constructs defined for the source and target models of each
algorithm.
Here, a new aspect-orientedmodel-driven code generation approach is proposed, which automatically generates AspectJ
code stubs from an aspect-oriented design model. The approach is based on the Formal Design Analysis Framework (FDAF)
[15–18]. The FDAF is an aspect-oriented architectural framework to support the design and analysis of non-functional
requirements using the semi-formal UML and a set of formal notations. The approach is consistent with the OMG MDA
guide. A PSMmodel is transformed into an ISMmodel using graph-based transformation algorithms. The approach extends
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Fig. 1. Overview of the formal design analysis framework.
an existing visual modeling framework, the formal design analysis framework, where aspects and their crosscutting
relationships with a base model can be modeled using an extended UML notation. This extension automatically generates
AspectJ code from the visual model. The approach is a hybrid approach. A declarative approach is used to define the graph
transformations; an operational approach (algorithm) is used to define the sequence of the transformations to generate the
target source code. Performance and efficiency are addressed but were not evaluation criteria in analyzing this approach;
correctness of the algorithms is the point of interest. Tool support has been developed and the approach has been validated
using three example systems. A banking system example is presented in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Background of the FDAF, extensible markup language (XML), and the
aspect-oriented programming language AspectJ are presented in Section 2. The key technical issues faced in developing this
code generation approach are discussed in Section 3. The code generation approach is presented in Section 4, which includes
an overview of the approach and a detailed presentation of the graph representations and the transformation algorithms.
The results of applying the approach on example systems are reported in Section 5. An analysis of how issues from the
research problem are addressed is included in Section 6. Related work is presented in Section 7; conclusions and future
work are in Section 8.
2. Background: FDAF, XML, and AspectJ
An overview of the aspect-oriented design framework, FDAF, XML, and the aspect-oriented programming language
AspectJ is presented in this section.
2.1. FDAF
FDAF is an aspect-oriented design and analysis framework [15,16]. It supports the semi-formal visual modeling of
an object-oriented (OO) base design and its subsequent extension with aspects to realize crosscutting (non-functional)
capabilities such as security, performance, etc. The aspect-oriented (AO) extended design can be used to (a) automatically
create formal designs, which can be rigorously analyzed, and (b) automatically create code stubs, i.e., model-driven code
generation. The automatic code generation is the new extension presented in this work.
The FDAF approach includes an aspect repository, a set of modules that support development activities, and a repository
to store project artifacts (refer to Fig. 1). The aspect repository stores a collection of predefined aspects. Architects can search
the repository to select the appropriate aspect(s) according to the system’s non-functional requirements and re-use them
in their design.
The project repository stores the development artifacts, including semi-formal OO and AO design models, formal AO
design models, and source code. The OO and AO semi-formal design models are manually created. Two development
modules, OO UML Design Modeling and AO Extended UML Design Modeling, support these activities. The formal AO design
models (i.e., translations of the semi-formal AO design into formal notations) are automatically created. As previously
reported, the formal notations supported by the FDAF include the architectural description languages Rapide, Armani,
Æmilia, and Alloy in addition to Promela, the input language for thewell-knownmodel-checker SPIN. These formal notations
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Fig. 2. FDAF UML meta-model extension for aspect-oriented modeling.
Fig. 3. UML model using FDAF UML meta-model extension.
and their analysis tools are used in the FDAF to support the automatic analysis of non-functional aspects at the architecture
design phase, including performance and security aspects. The work using Rapide and Armani to analyze response time and
resource utilization performance aspects are presented in [16,17] respectively. The work using the other formal notations
to analyze another set of performance aspects and security aspects is available in [15]. In this work, we extend the FDAF to
support the automatic generation of AspectJ source code stubs. As in earlier work, an extended UML AO design is used as
the input; here, the visual model is translated into AspectJ. XML is used an intermediate representation in this work.
Themeta-model for theUML extension is defined in [18] (refer to Fig. 2). The extension includes anAspectClass, Pointcuts,
Advice, etc. For example, the syntax and semantics for an element called AspectClass are defined as part of the extension. This
element has a name (inherited from ModelElement in the UML core package), a list of Features (e.g., Attribute, Operation,
and Method), a list of Pointcuts, and a list of advices.
Fig. 3 illustrates an example UML model using the FDAF UML meta-model extension for aspect-oriented modeling. The
figure contains one aspect, AuthAspect, with call pointcuts defined for methods in the Database class. The desired behavior
at each pointcut is defined in the advice stereotype class, Authentication. The advice is modeled to be triggered before the
methods in the Database class are called.
2.2. XML
XML is a textual, document markup language originally designed to easily distribute information across theWorldWide
Web [23,55]. The language is ‘‘flexible, scalable, and adaptable’’ enough to be used in other industries outside of the Web.
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Fig. 4.Meta-model for XML document structure.
Fig. 4 provides a visual representation of the XML meta-model, which specifies the format of an XML document [29]. XML
has been selected for use in this work for the following reasons:
• XML is formal and concise. The specification for XML includes a formal grammar specification using Extended
Backus–Naur Form (EBNF) notation. The grammar gives a comprehensive syntax for XML and provides a means for all
XML documents to be checked for well formedness. A well-formed XML document allows a parser which conforms to
the XML grammar specification to parse and manipulate data from the document without error. This is important in
automating transformation to and from the PSM in XML.
• XML documents are human-legible. Becausemarkup text in an XML document can be customized, the XML documentmay
be written with descriptive names that allow humans to easily understand the type of data that is stored. Comments
may also be used to provide further descriptionwithin the document without impacting the syntax of the document. The
feature is important because the XML documents may also serve as a record of the transformation to verify successful
model transformation.
• Writing programs to process XML documents is easy. XML documents are text-based documents that can be parsed to
extract data and manipulate it as necessary. Many programming languages, including Java, now provide interfaces that
may be used to manipulate data in the XML documents. The ability to easily access and manipulate data in the XML
documents is important for later model transformations which use the XML documents as input.
• XML supports a wide variety of applications. XML is a widespread language now being used in multiple applications in
multiple industries. XML documents generated may later be re-purposed for future works in aspect-oriented design and
modeling.
The aspect from the extended UML model may be represented as an XML document based on the XML schema defined
in Table 8, Appendix A. The aspect AuthAspect is represented in Table 1.
2.3. AspectJ
AspectJ is one aspect-oriented programming language that is currently available [20]. It is an aspect-oriented extension
to the Java programming language, which supports dynamic and static crosscutting implementations. The first makes it
possible to define additional implementation to run at certain well-defined points in the execution of the program. The
second makes it possible to define new operations on existing types, i.e., it affects the static type signature of the program.
Dynamic crosscutting in AspectJ is based on a small but powerful set of constructs. Join points are well-defined points in
the execution of the program; pointcuts are a means of referring to collections of join points and certain values at those
join points; advices are method-like constructs used to define additional behavior at join points; and aspects are units
of modular crosscutting implementation, composed of pointcuts, advice, and ordinary Java member declarations. A meta-
model for AspectJ has been presented in the literature, which illustrates the extensions and their relationships [24] (refer
to Fig. 5). The meta-model has been modified from [24] to address inconsistencies between it and the FDAF meta-model
in Fig. 2.
The aspect AuthAspect may be implemented using AspectJ. Table 2 shows an AspectJ representation for the AuthAspect
aspect from the extended UML model and the XML document representation.
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Table 1
XML document representation for AuthAspect.
Table 2
AspectJ representation for AuthAspect.
3. Technical issues
The research problem of developing an aspect-oriented model-driven code generation approach encompasses a number
of technical issues that must be addressed, including those related to model transformations, design modeling, and quality.
This section outlines the research problem in terms of specific issues that may arise, possible solutions for addressing each
issue or the goal of the proposed approach, and the solution chosen for the aspect-oriented model-driven code generation
approach.
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Fig. 5.Meta-model for AspectJ programming language.
3.1. Transformation approach
There are a number of approaches that can be taken towards model transformation and code generation. A declarative
approach, as defined in the Introduction, focuses on translating the input into the desired output. An operational approach
focuses on how the translation needs to be performed (i.e. time, space, and performance requirements). The main goal
of the proposed approach is to correctly generate AspectJ code based on the input aspect-oriented design model. The
aspect-oriented approach to model transformation proposed takes a hybrid (declarative and operational) approach to code
generation in order to correctly produce the desired results.
The two transformation algorithms defined in this approach each realize a graph transformation rule that transforms
one graph to another. There are benefits to using graph transformation as the underlying technique for the model
transformations in this code generation approach. First, graph transformation has been shown to work well for model
transformations [48,51]. These prior works show that graph transformation is a well-suited technique on which to
base the two transformation algorithms. Second, graph transformation provides a uniform approach to handling the
model transformations. Tools have demonstrated the practical application of graph transformation rules [47,50]. These
tools show that graph transformation rules may be translated into efficient code. The implementation and automation
of these algorithms is important for validating the AspectJ code generation. Third, graph theory provides a formal
approach to manipulating the visual models and a basis for future algorithm analysis and improvements (e.g. performance
improvements, etc.) to the automation of the algorithms [39,53]. Lastly, graph transformation fits better in this approach
than text-based approaches, such as a template-based approach, because the initial model is a visual model and not text
based. The model transformations are based on differences in meta-models. Since the meta-models are graphical models,
graph transformations supports the handling of the graphical constructs defined for the source and target models of each
algorithm.
To performmodel transformation using a graph transformation technique, the abstract syntax model, or meta-model, of
each input and outputmodelmust have the ability to be represented as a graph [50]. Themeta-models of each of themodels
in this approach are specified using notation for UML class diagrams. A UML class diagram can be seen as a graph where
the vertices represent objects or classes and the edges represent associations [31]. Since each meta-model may be visually
represented as a UML class diagram, it is concluded that each model may be represented as a graph. Therefore, the model
transformation algorithms are defined as graph transformation rules. Section 4 outlines themodel transformation approach,
detailing the graph representations for eachmodel, the graph transformation rules, and each of the transformation activities.
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3.2. Amount of code generation
The purpose of the approach is to generate code using an aspect-oriented programming language, specifically, AspectJ.
While developing a code generation approach, the implementation should produce a significant percentage of code and also
assist the developer by organizing the code in an intelligent andmodularway. The goal of this approach is to produce AspectJ
code stubs based on the aspect-oriented design model. The approach will only transform extended UML class diagrams,
which do not support full code generation because they do not model behavioral features of a software system. In the
future, when full code generation is investigated, additional views and diagrams will be required (e.g., statechart, sequence,
deployment, etc.). The goal in this approach is to generate 15%–20% of the code from the design model.
There are a number of design decisions that can be made when creating the aspect-oriented model which impacts the
code generated by this approach. Themeta-model for aspectmodeling from FDAF is used for creating an extended UML class
diagram for aspect modeling. In order to maintain modularity in the design, the UML meta-model was further modified to
represent advice using a stereotype UML class element. Another option is to define the advice data completely within the
aspect element itself. Associations for pointcut and advice modeling were also updated to accurately associate aspects with
class elements and advice stereotype elements, respectively.
Another question that arises with design details is the use of implementation-specific details within the design model.
The input design model can be a pure design model, not containing any data specific to AspectJ. A pure design model is
more adaptable across implementation platforms but results in less code generated due to implementation decisions that
have not been made in the transformation process. Likewise, the input design model can include some AspectJ-specific
details, which results in more code generated but limits the design model to a specific implementation. This is a tradeoff
that was considered in the development of this approach. There are some tradeoffs that have been made in this area, in
part, to generate correct AspectJ code and also to generate a substantial amount of code to offset the amount of code that
the developer will need to implement manually. The decision to include implementation details in the aspect model has
been made in other aspect design models as well [21,24,49]. Similar to the approach defined here, other aspect models
that include this tradeoff are platform-specific models used to represent AspectJ systems or generate AspectJ code from the
design. Pointcut representation in the FDAF extension to the UMLmeta-model shows one example where implementation-
specific details are used to enable code generation. As discussed earlier, an investigation of full code generation will enable
an increase in the amount of code generated and may alleviate the need for specific details in the design model. Section 5.4
analyzes the test cases used in validation to show the amount of code generation produced by the approach.
3.3. Algorithm correctness
Algorithm correctness is another technical issue that must be addressed in the proposal of a code generation approach.
Correctness of the algorithms includes validation that valid inputs lead to correct outputs during each execution, and
validation of termination of the algorithms.
In order to illustrate in part that valid inputs lead to correct output, tables are provided that contains transformation
mapping specifications between input and output elements. The mappings are based on the graph representation of
elements in each of the models and define the outputs produced by specific elements from the input models. Each
of the mappings is associated with a rule from the algorithm to validate that the algorithm successfully handles each
mapping, leading to the expected output after each transformation execution. Amapping is provided for each transformation
algorithm. Correctness of the approach on specific examples is validated using empirical results from the test cases. The code
generation resulting from the test cases will be validated against the original code and is compiled to show that the AspectJ
code is syntactically correct and corresponds to the original AspectJ code, which is the expected output. Section 4 discusses
the transformation algorithms and the transformation mapping specifications. Section 6.2 discusses the correctness of
results produced from the test cases during validation of the code generation approach. While full correctness proofs are
not included here, a survey of different approaches to illustrating algorithm correctness is provided in Section 6.2.
3.4. Algorithm performance
Performance of the aspect-oriented model-driven transformation approach is also a technical issue to be addressed.
While performance and efficiency are not a primary focus here in the development of this approach, the performance of the
model transformations proposed here should be as good, if not better than existing code generation solutions. This paper
takes both a theoretical approach and an empirical approach to evaluate the amount of resources required for the algorithms
to execute. Specifically, the time complexity will be analyzed as a function of the number of aspects in the input model.
At this point in the research, we are mainly interested in showing that the transformation approach completes execution
and transforms all aspect information into AspectJ code. Therefore, spatial complexity will not be considered at this time.
Section 6.3 provides the results of the time complexity evaluation for the proposedmodel-driven code generation approach
and a comparison with the time complexity of a related work on code generation. This section also includes a brief analysis
of the performance of the examples used in the validation of the approach.
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Fig. 6. Aspect-oriented model-driven code generation approach.
3.5. Adaptability of the approach
Design decisions and tradeoffs that impact adaptability of the design are also addressed. For example, the approach
should support the current version of the AspectJ programming language. In addition to the current version, the approach
should also be adaptable, such that it can support future features and modifications to AspectJ. Because a declarative
approachwas chosen for the transformations, focusing on outputting the correct results, the transformation algorithms have
been modularly developed with rules to handle major elements in the aspect model. This modularity allows for feature and
attribute modifications within an element without impacting the overall transformation process. New elements added to
the language may also be handled by adding a new rule to each transformation to handle the element appropriately.
A similar thought process can also be given for changes to the UML model approach. The transformation approach will
only need to be modified enough to support changes to the UML meta-model or the meta-model extensions.
As discussed earlier, a design decision made in developing the approach is the goal to produce only AspectJ code, instead
of supporting other aspect-oriented programming languages. While AspectJ is a widely-used aspect-oriented programming
language, the approachwould bemore applicable if it supportedmultiple aspect-oriented languages. This decision has been
made to validate the approach. Future work will address the extensibility of the code generation approach to other aspect-
oriented languages.
4. Aspect-oriented model-driven code generation approach
Three main activities are involved in the FDAF: creating semi-formal UML design according to a system’s functional
requirements, extending this UML design to include non-functional requirements as aspects using the FDAF aspect-oriented
modeling mechanism, and finally translating extended aspect-oriented model into suitable formal notations for automatic
analysis. The aspect-oriented model-driven code generation approach proposed in this work has two main activities (refer
to Fig. 6). The first activity transforms the visual (graphical) model of the design into a formal, text-based notation that can
be readily processed. The graphical model is created by the software designer and uses a UML profile for aspect-oriented
software (i.e., FDAF) to represent aspects and their components. For this work, focused on generating code stubs, only an
extended class diagram modeling the static view (i.e., the structure) of the design is needed. The Implementation Model
Transformation transforms the graphic model into an XML model. The transformation uses the XML meta-model to ensure
the output complies with the language; these constraints are captured in an XML schema definition. The second activity,
Model-to-Implementation Transformation, transforms the XML model into AspectJ source code. The transformation uses
the AspectJ meta-model to ensure the output complies with the language.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 4.1 describes the transformation from the extended UML
model to XML model. Section 4.2 describes the transformation from the XML model to AspectJ code. Within each of these
sections, the graph representations of the models, the transformation algorithm, and the mapping between the models and
transformation rules are discussed.
4.1. Implementation model transformation (extended UML model to XML model)
The first activity in the model-driven code generation approach is the transformation of the extended UML model into
XML. XML is used as an intermediate modeling language in the transformation approach. Using XML as an intermediate
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language is a conventional technique in code generation approaches. The transformation from UML to XML is a well-known
andwell-defined exercise. A discussion on this transformation activity is still included to address how graph transformation
is used, to validate that aspect-oriented elements are correctly translated, and for a complete explanation of the model
transformation approach to aspect-oriented code generation.
This section briefly discusses the algorithm for transforming the UML graphical implementation model into the
XML textual implementation model. This algorithm represents the transformation specification used to implement the
Implementation Model Transformation activity from the architecture diagram in Fig. 6. The graph notations of the UML
class diagram and XML models are defined in Appendix B, followed by the full transformation algorithm in Table 9.
4.1.1. Graph representation of the extended UML model
The graphical implementation model, which is a UML class diagram extended with a UML profile to model aspects, is
represented as a graph CD = (VCD, ECD), where VCD is the set of nodes in the graph and ECD is the set of edges in the graph.
The set of nodes VCD may be divided into three sets of node types: ClassesCD, AspectsCD, and AdvicesCD. ClassesCD is the set
of all classes modeled in graph CD. AspectsCD is the set of all aspects modeled in graph CD. AdvicesCD is the set of all advice
stereotypesmodeled in graph CD. Each type of node has a tuple associatedwith it containing attributes relevant to that node
type.
The set of edges ECDmay be divided into two sets of edge types, PointcutsCD andAdviceTypesCD. An edge pCD in PointcutsCD
is a directed edge (aspectCD, classCD) that connects a pointcut declaration in an Aspect node, aspectCD, with a join point in
class node classCD in the UML class diagram. The edge pCD is labeled with the type of pointcut defined (i.e. call, execution,
etc.). An edge atCD in the set AdviceTypesCD is a directed edge (adviceCD, aspectCD) that connects an advice stereotype block
statement definition (i.e. method) in an Advice node, adviceCD, with a pointcut declaration in an Aspect node, aspectCD. This
relationship defines the behavior that is executed when the pointcut in aspectCD is reached. The edge atCD is labeled with
the advice type that defines when the advice is executed in relation to the pointcut (i.e. before, after, around).
Other edges exist in UML class diagrams such as composition, inheritance, and associations between classes. Sincewe are
only concerned with the transformation of aspect-oriented features, we omit the discussion of these types of associations
from this discussion. However, they also may be represented in graph notation and graph transformation rules may be
applied. Approaches for object-oriented modeling and code generation from UML class diagrams, as used in CASE tools,
such as in [26], are widely used to generate code in object-oriented languages, such as Java. Low coupling between the base
UML class diagram in this model-driven approach and the aspect-oriented modeling allows for separate transformations.
Because of this, in this paper, we are able to focus on accurately transforming each element of the aspect model into code.
Fig. 3 illustrates an example of the associations supported between the aspectmodel elements and the classmodel elements
in the extended UML model. The pointcut association labeled call provides the aspect with the join point information from
a class object. The advice-type association labeled 〈〈before〉〉 provides the aspect with the behavior that should take place at
a join point. Because the base UML model elements is not aware of the aspect model elements, these transformations may
occur independent of each other while maintaining information across each transformation.
4.1.2. Graph representation of the XML document model
The graphical implementation model serves as the LHS of a graph transformation rule. After the graph transformation
rule has been applied, the results are a graph on the RHS. The RHS in the approach defined here is a graph representation of
the textual representation model, which is a set of XML documents that together make up the XML implementation model.
The XML model is represented as a graph S = (VS, ES), where VS is the set of nodes in the graph and ES is the set of edges in
the graph.
The set of nodes VS contains a node for each element that exists in the XML documents created. The set of edges ES
contains directed edges (vS1, vS2) that denote containment or parent–child relationship (i.e. node vS1 contains node vS2),
where vS1 and vS2 are elements of VS . The resulting graph is a forest of directed trees, where each tree represents an XML
document in which the aspect element is the root node. Each node has a name, which defines the type of node, and value
associated with it.
4.1.3. Algorithm for transforming extended UML into XML document
The Implementation Model Transformation algorithm accepts the graph representation of the aspect-oriented UML
model of a software system as input and steps through the transformation of each aspect and edges defined in the UML
model. The output is a graph representation of a set of XML documents modeling each of the aspects from the UML model.
Information from the XML meta-model and the XML schema used to represent aspects were also used to develop the
algorithm. Part of the XML schema definition is presented in Table 8, Appendix A; the complete definition is available in
[8]. The classes and advice stereotypes defined in the UML basemodel are handled by a separate transformationmechanism
and are not addressed in this paper.
The algorithm specifies a set of graph transformation rules executed on the UML model graph in order to transform it
into the XML model graph, as illustrated in Fig. 7.
The Implementation Model Transformation correctly translates each element of the extended UML model into the XML
model. The algorithm specifies a set of rules which handle the transformation of each aspect-oriented element of the UML
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pointcut2
Fig. 7. Graph transformation rule for implementation model transformation.
class diagram. Each element is transformed into a corresponding element in the XML model. Table 3 provides a mapping
between the UML model elements and the XML model elements. It also specifies which rules from the algorithm handles
the transformation of each UML element. Edges in the XMLmodel are used to show parent–child relationships based on the
transformations and are used to associate the XML nodes appropriately in the resulting graph.
A full specification of the algorithm is provided in Table 9, Appendix B. The graph transformation rules are executed
while maintaining the common parts of the graph, starting with the aspect nodes. The transformation pulls out many of
the attributes as well as the edges in the UML model and represents them as nodes in the XML model, as specified by the
transformation mapping. XML nodes and containment edges are added, while UML nodes and edges are removed as the
information is translated. The constraints used to create parent–child relationships between nodes are defined by the XML
meta-model and XML schema (see Table 8, Appendix A).
4.1.4. Interactions between aspects and classes in UML model
In some cases, the extended UML model may include interactions other than pointcuts between the base class diagram
and the aspect elements. These interactions may have an impact on the transformation of the aspects as well as the
transformation of the class diagram. This section discusses a set of aspect relationships with the class diagram and how
they are addressed in the model transformation approach. The aspect relationships discussed can be found in [42].
The following two Aspect-Class relationships are supported by the FDAF UML meta-model extension and addressed by
the Implementation Model Transformation:
• Inheritance of Aspect element from Class element.
• Aspect element Inter-type declarations.
UML aspect elements may inherit from aspects and elements from the base model, such as a class element. Inheritance
by the Aspect from any UML model element is supported by the UML aspect extendedAspect attribute. This attribute is of
type String whose value may be the name of an aspect element or a class element in the extended UMLmodel. The attribute
is translated to an XML mode during the transformation. This interaction between the aspect element and the base class
model does not require any change to the base model transformation approach.
Classes may be extended with additional attributes and methods using aspect element inter-type declarations.
Inter-type declarations are supported by the UML meta-model aspect extension and the transformation algorithm. One
option for handling the inter-type declarations in this transformation approach is to define an interface through which the
aspect-oriented model transformation can pass data to the base model transformation, keeping declarations for the classes
and aspects separate in the resulting implementation. This optionwas not chosen in order tomaintain a separation between
the transformation for the basemodel and the aspect-orientedUML extensions. In the aspect-orientedmodel transformation
approach, UML aspect inter-typemember declarations are transformed into XMLmember nodes and its associated children
nodes. Instead of integrating these declarations into the base model transformation, the declarations remain separate with
the aspect model transformation and ultimately become part of the resulting AspectJ code.
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Table 3
Transformation mapping between UML and XML graph elements.
UML model XML model Algorithm
graph element (input) graph element (output) transformation rule
aspectCD aspectS Rule A0.1
packagenameS Rule A0.2
abstractS
privilegeS
modifierS
classCD Not transformed Not transformed
importCD importS Rule A0.3
memberCD memberS Rule A0.4
memberTypeS
nameS
fieldTypeS
methodReturnTypeS
parameterListS
parameterS
parameterTypeS
parameterIdS
statementsS
adviceCD Not transformed Not transformed
p-edgeCD pointcutS Rule A0.5
pointcutIDS
pCutTypeS
pointcutExprCD pointcutExprS Rule A0.5
exprTypeS
operatorS
memberClassTypePatternS
memberNamePatternS
matchAnyParameterTypeS
parameterListS
parameterS
parameterTypeS
parameterIdS
at-edgeCD adviceS Rule A0.6
adviceTypeS
returningS
throwingS
The following three Aspect-Class relationships are omitted from the Implementation Model Transformation:
• Inner Aspect Declaration within Class element.
• Class Inheritance Declaration within Aspect element.
• Interface Implementation using Aspect element.
While these situations are omitted, the functionality provided by these options may be implemented in alternate ways
that are supported in the UML class diagram or the aspect-oriented modeling extension. AspectJ supports the declaration
of an aspect within the class declaration to address cross-cutting concerns within the class. An alternate solution using
the UML meta-model extension for aspect-oriented modeling is to declare the aspect as an element external to the class
that it crosscuts. Additional class inheritance may be specified within an aspect in AspectJ, supporting multiple inheritance
between classes. To avoid undesired behaviors in the system design, declaration of class inheritance (using declare parents)
is not supported in the UMLmeta-model extension. The preferred solution is to explicitlymodel inheritance between classes
using UML associations. AspectJ may also be used to specify that a class implements a particular interface. This behavior is
not supported in the UMLmeta-model extension as it is similar to the declaration of class inheritance. As before, a preferred
solution in the UML model is to design an external interface and class implementation using the UML elements within the
base class model, which will be handled by the base class model transformation.
4.2. Model-to-implementation transformation (XML model to AspectJ code)
The second activity in the model-driven code generation approach is the transformation of the XML document model
into AspectJ code. This section defines the algorithm for transforming the XML intermediate representation for the aspects
into AspectJ implementation code. This algorithm represents the transformation specification used to implement the
Model-to-Implementation Transformation activity from the architecture diagram in Fig. 6. The graph notations of the
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Fig. 8. Graph transformation rule for model-to-implementation transformation.
AspectJ implementation model are defined. The partial algorithm specification and an analysis of the algorithm are also
included. The full algorithm for the Model-to-Implementation transformation algorithm is also included in Table 10,
Appendix C [8].
4.2.1. Graph representation of the AspectJ code
The graph transformation used in the Model-to-Implementation transformation activity uses the XML implementation
model as the source graph and executes rules to translate into the graph representation of aspects in the AspectJ
programming language. The graph representation for the XML model is defined in Appendix B. Details about each node in
the graph representation for the AspectJ code is provided in Appendix C. The AspectJ implementation model is represented
as a graph T = (VT , ET ), where VT is the set of nodes in the graph and ET is the set of edges in the graph. The set of nodes
VT contains a node for features of the AspectJ programming language. The AspectJ feature model in [54] is used as a starting
point to define what features may be present as nodes in this graph. The set of edges ET contains directed edges (vT1, vT2)
that denote containment or parent–child relationship (i.e. node vT1 contains node vT2), where vT1 and vT2 are elements of
VT . The resulting graph, similar to the graph of the XML model, is a forest of directed trees, where each tree represents an
XML document in which the aspect element is the root node. Each node has a name, which defines the type of node, and a
value associated with it.
4.2.2. Algorithm for transforming XML document into AspectJ code
Themodel-to-implementation transformation algorithm accepts a set of XML documents that adhere to the XML schema
defined and steps through the transformation of each aspect and its components into AspectJ. The output is a set of AspectJ
code files that contain code stubs for each of the aspects. These code stubs, along with the Java classes generated from the
UML model through a separate mechanism, are able to be compiled by an AspectJ compiler. Information from the AspectJ
syntax meta-model/grammar was also used to develop the algorithm. This transformation is illustrated in Fig. 8.
The Model-to-Implementation Transformation correctly translates each element of the XML document model into
AspectJ code. The graph transformation rules specify the transformation of each element of the XML documents created
from the extended UMLmodel. Each element is transformed into a corresponding element in AspectJ code. Table 4 provides
a mapping between the XMLmodel and AspectJ code elements. It also specifies which rules from the algorithm handles the
transformation of each XML element or each set of XML elements. Edges in the AspectJ model are used to show parent–child
relationships based on the transformations and are used to illustrate ownership appropriately in the resulting graph.
A full specification of the transformation algorithm can be found in Table 10, Appendix C. Similar to the extended UML
model transformation algorithm, each component of the aspect is handled separately in order to preserve all data in the
transformation. The algorithm also handles the types of data within each component separately (i.e. fields vs. methods) in
order to generate AspectJ code that is correct and able to be compiled, according to the transformationmapping specification
for this algorithm. This algorithm also allows the transformation system to make format and syntax decisions about the
AspectJ code generation in order to make the code modular and easy to modify when populating the code stubs.
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Table 4
Transformation mapping between XML and AspectJ graph elements.
XML Model AspectJ Model Algorithm
Graph Element (input) Graph Element (output) Transformation Rule
aspectS AspectJT Rule A1.1
nameS aspectT Rule A1.3
packagenameS
abstractS
privilegeS
modifierS
importS importT Rule A1.2
memberS fieldMemberT Rule A1.4
memberTypeS
nameS
fieldTypeS
memberS methodMemberT Rule A1.4
memberTypeS
methodReturnTypeS
parameterListS
statementsT
parameterS parameterT Rule A1.4
parameterTypeS Rule A1.5
parameterIdS
statementsS fieldExprT Rule A1.4
statementsT
pointcutS pointcutT Rule A1.5
pointcutIDS
pCutTypeS pointcutExprT Rule A1.5
pointcutExprS complexPointcutExprT
exprTypeS simplePointcutExprT
operatorS namedPointcutExprT
memberClassTypePatternS
memberNamePatternS
matchAnyParameterTypeS
parameterListS
nameS
adviceS adviceT Rule A1.6
adviceTypeS
returningS
throwingS
statementsS
5. Validation
Themodel-driven code generation approach has been validated using three example systems,which are a banking [7,42],
classroom scheduling [6], and an insurance application [12]. To support the validation, a CASE tool has been implemented
to support the visual modeling requirements and the code generation functionality. The tool, UML Diagram Creator (UDC),
was originally developed as a UML modeling tool at the University of Texas at Dallas [22]. The tool supported modeling of
UML class diagrams and Java code generation. For the work on aspect-oriented model-driven code generation, the UDC tool
was extended to (a) support the UML profile for representing aspects and (b) to generate AspectJ code in addition to the Java
code. The user can model a base UML diagram, include crosscutting Aspects, and then automatically generate source code.
The validation methodology is presented first in this section, followed by a description of the UDC tool and an example
banking system. The student information and insurance examples are presented elsewhere [8]. A discussion of the validation
results follows.
5.1. Methodology
The steps used to validate the model-driven code generation approach are presented here. The test cases needed to
be prepared, run, and analyzed. The test cases required a visual model of the design (test input), and AspectJ source code
(expected test output). The preparation of these test cases required a substantial effort, over 200 h. The preparation of the
test cases consists of the following steps:
• Find open source, publicly available source code written in Java/AspectJ by searching the internet. Initially, a search
for applications using AspectJ was conducted; this was expanded to include pure Java applications due to the limited
number of AspectJ implementations available. External source code was used to provide a more objective validation of
the approach.
• Compile and test the code to ensure it is of high quality. Three example applications were selected at this point: banking
system, student information system, and an insurance system.
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Fig. 9. UDC tool dialog box for modifying aspect element details.
• For pure Java applications, aspects defined in the literature such as authentication, logging, and persistency were added
to the application.
• Reverse engineer the source code into a visual design model, represented in the base UMLmodel and the Extended UML
model with aspects (input). Thesemodels were prepared using drawing tools (e.g., word, visio). In general, visual models
of the design were not available for use.
• Reverse engineer the full AspectJ code into AspectJ code stubs (expected output).
Once the test cases are prepared, the visual design models are entered using the UDC tool; the user selects the menu
option to generate the Java and AspectJ code. The results are analyzed by compiling the generated code to ensure the stubs
were syntactically correct. The output code successfully compiled. In addition, the code output was compared with the
expected output to ensure the output code matched.
5.2. Tool support
The UDC tool has been systematically designed and implemented. The overall architecture of the UDC tool is a
two-layered style. The Navigation layer provides a graphical interface for modeling. The Diagram layer provides the
functionality which allows the user to design a system using a UML model and available modeling entities. This layer
also provides the functionality for generating Java and AspectJ code from the UML model. These two layers are further
structured with additional styles. For example, a pipe-and-filter style is used to design the AspectJ code generation behavior
(i.e., the implementation of the transformation algorithms presented in Section 3). Fig. 6 illustrates the design of the AspectJ
code generation behavior. The components in the figure represent the implementation of the transformation algorithms
presented. The UDC tool is implemented using the Java programming language using the Eclipse development environment.
The UDC tool was implemented with approximately 5500 lines of code. The classes are organized into cohesive packages
of classes that are related functions or provide similar behaviors for the tool. For example, an aspectj package contains the
classes needed to implement the AspectJ code generation.
Two screenshots are presented for the UDC tool. The first illustrates a tool dialog box for modifying aspect element
details (refer to Fig. 9). This dialog box provides an interface for defining an aspect element used in the model, along with its
corresponding methods and operations. These attributes are preserved as part of the model and translated appropriately by
the model transformations. The second illustrate the code generation options available in the UDC tool, which are generate
Java code, generate AspectJ code, or generate both (refer to Fig. 10). These options are available to the user after the user
has added elements to the UML diagram. The Generate AspectJ or Generate Both options starts the automated AspectJ
code generation process, resulting in AspectJ code generated from the extended UML model based on the transformation
algorithms in this approach.
While code generation is achieved using the UDC tool, there are limitations in the tool implementation that do not allow
demonstration of some of the capabilities available in the meta-models and in the algorithm specifications. Many of these
limitations are related to the visual modeling using UML notation:
• There are limited options for pointcut types in the tool. The tool implementation currently only allows the target of
pointcut edges to be methods in classes. While the algorithm implementation supports a number of pointcut types, this
functionality is not used due to the visual modeling limitations.
• There are no model notations to represent the composition of complex join points. The UML profile extension for aspect
representation does not provide a means for using the Boolean operators supported in AspectJ to create composite
pointcuts. The transformation algorithm implementation supports this functionality.
• Inheritance of one aspect from another is supported in AspectJ as well as in the XML Schema defined for aspect
representation. Updates are required in the tool to allow this relationship to be modeled. Because the extended aspect
will be a child element of the aspect node in the XML or AspectJ model, adding support for this informationwill be similar
to current behavior defined and will not be difficult to add.
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Fig. 10. UDC tool menu for generating Java or AspectJ code from a class diagram.
• The tool implementation of lines and associations limits the ability to use the advice stereotype to drive modularity for
the crosscutting behavior. Because the lines currently have a fixed position between the source and target elements, it
is difficult to visually model multiple advices that use a specific advice element. Because of this limitation, all pointcuts
associated with an aspect are defined with the same type of advice. More flexibility will be available by allowing the
ability to change the position of the advice edge in the UML model so that all edges will not overlap in a fixed position.
The algorithms support the ability to iterate through each advice edge to define each advice in the XML and AspectJ
models.
5.3. Banking system example
The Bank Transaction test case models a Bank with associated accounts. Aspects are used to add exceptions in handling
as well as logging behavior to the Bank application. This example was adapted and simplified from AspectJ and Java code
examples from [42]. Additional information was used from a Bank account example in [7] during the adaptation and
simplification process. This section discusses the setup of the test case in the CASE tool and analysis of the transformation
into AspectJ code.
After preparing the Banking Systemexample as a test case, the next step in the validation process is to create the extended
UML model and enter the model into the CASE tool. Fig. 11 shows the UML class diagram which contains the classes in
the Bank example application. A number of transactions with bank accounts are modeled in this application model. The
BankATM class interfaces with accounts to demonstrate transactions that would occur at an ATM. Account is a class that
defines some basic behaviors for othermodules interactingwith accounts, such as getting the balance or the account number
and creditingmoney to or debitingmoney from an Account balance. BankATM uses some of thesemethods to implement its
functionality. The debit(..) method throws an Exception if enough funds are not available for the withdrawal. CheckingAcct
and SavingsAcct inherit its behavior from the Account superclass. As with the debit(..) method, the processCheck(..) method
in the CheckingAcct class throws an exception if sufficient funds are not available for the transaction.
In order tomake the UML class diagram aspect-oriented, two aspects have been adapted from the sources of this example
or created that extend the class diagram to address crosscutting concerns. Fig. 12 shows the UML class diagram for the Bank
Transaction example extended with the defined UML profile extension for aspect-oriented modeling.
As mentioned earlier, the methods that involve debits from account balances throw exceptions if there are insufficient
funds available. However, these exceptions are not handled in the original application design. The behavioral aspect
TransactionRollback has been added to themodel to add rollback functionality across multiple classes for withdrawals from
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Fig. 11. UML class diagram for bank transaction example.
accounts that do not have sufficient funds. Method call join points in the BankATM and CheckingAcct classes have been
identified where these exceptions need to be handled. Three pointcuts are defined for the TransactionRollback aspect, as
indicated by the red arrows labeled with the pointcut type originating from the aspect to the methods in the class elements.
The implementation for the advice for these pointcuts is modularized in its own advice stereotype element. The
TransactionRollback aspect is associated with the Rollback advice stereotype. The association defines the when the advice
is executed for the pointcuts defined in the aspect.
The Bank Transaction test case also has a non-functional requirement for transaction traceability. The originalmodel does
not include functionality for traceability. A second aspect is added to the software model to implement logging to meet the
traceability requirements. Fig. 13 shows theBank Transaction applicationmodel, visuallymodeling both aspects added to the
model. The TransactionLogging aspect crosscuts three classes in the model to log information about transactions. Pointcuts
are defined to identify join points where a BankATM object interacts with accounts. Additional pointcuts are defined to log
internal account transactions, such as updating accounts with interest calculations and processing checks written against
an account. As with the previous aspect, the behavior for the advice is modularized using an advice stereotype. The aspect
will use methods defined in the advice stereotype to implement the behavior that should be executed when a pointcut is
reached.
5.3.1. Implementation model transformation analysis
Using the CASE tool, AspectJ code generation is automatically generated from an aspect-oriented UML class diagram for
a software system. The code generation implementation uses themodel transformation approach specified in Section 4. The
tool seamlessly links the two algorithms during implementation, outputting the Aspect XML representation for traceability
and the AspectJ code to be used to create an executable application. In this section, the transformation of the Bank
Transaction example to code is analyzed and the resulting models are discussed.
The implementation model transformation algorithm defined in Table 9 discusses the translation of the extended UML
class diagram into XML document representations for each aspect in the diagram. As specified by the output conditions
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Fig. 12. UML class diagram with rollback aspect.
Fig. 13. Bank transaction aspect-oriented UML model.
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of the algorithm, the transformation of the Bank Transaction UML class diagram results in a set of two XML documents,
corresponding to the two aspects modeled in the diagram. Table 5 contains the XML document generated based on the
TransactionRollback aspect.
As specified by the algorithm for translating the UML class diagram, an aspect root element is created for each aspect.
Elements that specify information about the aspect, such as the name and modifier of the TransactionRollback aspect, are
then defined as child elements of the root element. No imported classes or inter-type declarationswere specified in the UML
model for the TransactionRollback aspect, so these element types do not appear in the XML document.
The algorithm next handles each pointcut edge associated with this aspect in the UML model. Attributes of the pointcut,
defined using the CASE tool, are translated to elements under the Pointcut XML element, including the pointcut name and
the type of pointcut. Each pointcut within an aspect has a unique name: withdrawalCall, depositCall, and transferCall. Since
none of the pointcuts are abstract, each has a pointcut expression with is a method from a class found in the UML model.
Processing of the pointcuts ends when there are no more pointcut edges left associated with this aspect, in this case, after
the three pointcut edges that originate from this aspect have been processed.
The algorithm lastly handles each advice edge that originates from the aspect. Each advice edge defines when we want
to execute crosscutting behavior. Each edge identifies the modularized advice class that drives the implementation of this
crosscutting behavior. The implementation in the tool for advice translation from the UML class diagram has been simplified
from the algorithm. The TransactionRollback aspect has one advice stereotype that has been defined to be executed after
the associated pointcut throws an exception. Each pointcut is associated with an advice element that crosscuts at the same
point in execution. So the XMLdocument has three advice elements, each associatedwith the three unique pointcuts defined
earlier. The implementation also handles this interpretation of after advice in the TransactionRollback aspect by translating
the fact that it is only executed after the join point throws an exception.
After the advice elements have been defined, the aspect root element is complete and the XML document for the
TransactionRollback has been created. The transformation completes after all aspects in the UML class diagram have
been translated to XML documents. The transformation for the Bank Transaction completed with two XML documents,
TransactionRollback.xml and TransactionLogging.xml. The XML document for the TransactionLogging aspect is available
elsewhere [8]. The transformation of this aspect follows the same steps as the transformation for TransactionRollback
described above.
5.3.2. Model-to-implementation transformation analysis
The AspectJ implementation for each aspect is generated using the XML documents based on the model-to-
implementation transformation algorithm described in Section 4.2.2. The output of this algorithm is a set of files containing
the implementation of each aspect in the AspectJ programming language. Table 6 is the AspectJ implementation of the
TransactionRollback aspect from the Bank Transaction example.
The model-to-implementation algorithm follows a similar approach as the first transformation, by translating on Aspect
XML document and executing rules on each type of element under the aspect root element in the XML document. In
the TransactionRollback aspect, the child elements modifier and name are used to create the aspect declaration in the
AspectJ code implementation. TransactionRollback does not contain any import or member elements so these rules are
not executed in this translation. Each of the three pointcuts is translated into a pointcut statement in the AspectJ code,
where the pointcut in each is a method signature from the BankATM or the CheckingAcct class. The rules for translating
the advices are successfully executed to translate the advice XML elements into advice specifications within the AspectJ
code. The advice specification also includes the ‘‘throwing’’ keyword to translate the design that this advice should only be
implemented after a call that throws an exception.
The second model transformation completes successfully by generating two codes files for the TransactionRollback
and the TransactionLogging aspects originally designed in the UML class diagram. The result is AspectJ code skeletons for
each aspect. The developer of the BankTransaction software application may then use these files to create an executable
application by filling the stubs with the business logic needed for each advice behavior.
5.4. Validation results analysis
The previous section successfully illustrated the implementation of the two transformation algorithms to generate
AspectJ code from an aspect-oriented UML class diagram. This section analyzes the amount of code generation based on
the results of the banking system validation example.
A lines-of-code (LOC) analysis shows that the CASE tool was able to produce approximately 25% of the AspectJ code from
the aspect-oriented UML class diagram for the Banking System example. This percentage is based on a comparison with
the original source code which was reverse engineered for validation of the code generation approach. The majority of the
remaining code, which must be inserted manually by the developer, is based on business logic that defines the behavior
that the aspects should produce. Use of pointcut types not supported currently by the tool or complex join points may also
be inserted manually to make the AspectJ code more efficient. Much of the manual work is due to the static nature of the
current aspect design model. In future work, as we extend UML notation to encompass more aspect features and move
toward semantics analysis for full code generation (refer to Section 8), the percentage for LOC generated automatically will
increase. The model transformation approach, as demonstrated by the CASE tool, provide a significant step toward this by
demonstrating a methodology for generating correct AspectJ code from an aspect design model.
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Table 5
XML document representation of TransactionRollback Aspect.
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Table 6
AspectJ implementation of TransactionRollback Aspect.
5.5. Additional test cases
Two additional test cases were also utilized to illustrate the approach: an insurance application and a classroom
scheduler. The Insurance application implements a system maintaining insurance policy information. The Insurance
application is a Java application extended with AspectJ. Aspects were used to notify listeners of policy changes. The
application was adapted in a fewways to use as a test case. First, some of the classes were eliminated to focus on the classes
with crosscutting concerns. Second, the policy change notification aspect was modified to allow general notifications of
policy changes to occur (i.e. email notification, pop-up window, etc.). Lastly, an additional security aspect was added to
verify changes made to customer information. The Classroom Scheduler Java application provides a system for scheduling
classrooms, professors, and courses to particular time slots. In order to use as a test case, the systemwas modified to reflect
a simple schedule that controlled the coordination of resources available for scheduling. The strategy design pattern was
used to organize the scheduling resources. Login accounts were also added to handle authentication and authorization for
the system. The systemwas extendedwith AspectJ by adding an aspect that handles authorizations checks for methods that
modify a schedule. Additional details including the results from these test cases may be found in [8].
6. Discussion
This section presents a discussion of the amount of code generation and the algorithms’ correctness and performance.
6.1. Amount of code generation
As discussed in Section 3.2, tradeoffs weremade in the approach discussed in this paper to maximize the amount of code
generated. Implementation-specific details are included in the designmodel to augment the transformation of the extended
UML class diagram into code.
To avoid the use of implementation details in the design model, the addition of implementation details may also be
handled in a separate step from the creation of the design model. The separate step would support code blocks to define the
behaviors for methods and advices. Also, supported is further defining the association between advice and pointcuts, such
as when the advice is executed for pointcuts. The Model-to-Implementation transformation algorithm can include logic to
plug these details into the code as the AspectJ code is generation.
There are a number of benefits in defining implementation details separate from the design model. First, the design
model remains more of a conceptual model of the software system. A conceptual model may then be more useful to
the generation of code in aspect-oriented languages other than AspectJ. Second, this alternative may better prepare this
approach for the addition of sequence diagrams or other approaches for full code generation, which has been identified as
future work based on the code generation approach discussed in this paper. Full code generation using sequence diagrams
will need to understand the composition and transformation of multiple source models in order to generate complete code
for an application. The changes discussed for the Model-to-Implementation transformation algorithm are a step towards an
algorithm that handles composition of models.
6.2. Algorithm correctness
There has been extensive work in approaches for validation of model transformation algorithms and properties of
correctness in algorithms. Full proofs of correctness for the algorithms suggested in this approach are reserved for future
work. Küster, in [32,33], notes that syntactic correctness, termination, and confluence are important properties in the
development of model transformation approaches. Küster provides criteria for checking syntactic correctness during the
creation of a model transformation approach. If used here, the criteria for syntactic correctness during the development of
the aspect-oriented model transformation approach would include:
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Fig. 14. Aspect mapping from source to target models in bank transaction example.
• The UML model conforms to the UML meta-model.
• The code implementation conforms to the AspectJ meta-model.
• Variables in the target AspectJ ImplementationModel (e.g. AspectJ declarations) map to variables in the source Extended
Class Diagram (e.g. Aspect element).
• All non-terminal variables are removed.
• All graph transformation rules are reachable.
Narayanan and Karsai, in [43], extend the validation of correctness of a model transformation to semantic correctness.
They observe that, although the model transformation is syntactically correct, additional validation is necessary to show
that the transformation results in the desired target model. This is achieved by verifying that structural correspondence
conditions between the source model and target model are met.
Syntactic and semantic correctness are not addressed completely for the model transformation of aspect-oriented
models. Portions of the syntactic correctness checks are performed on the test cases described in Section 5 in the validation of
the algorithm implementation. TheUML sourcemodel for each test case is based on theUMLmeta-model and the extensions
for aspectmodeling. So the assumption ismade that the UMLmodels conform to the UMLmeta-model. The resulting AspectJ
is checked for conformance to the AspectJ meta-model through compilation of the code generation from the tool. The
mapping of variables in the target model to variables in the source model can also be validated for the test cases. Fig. 14
shows the mapping for aspect variables from the source model to the target model. Similar diagrams can be generated for
nested variables.
Syntactic correctness for the algorithms is also addressed through the transformation mapping specifications. Table 3
shows the transformation mapping specification between the aspect-oriented UML model and the XML document model.
The table maps each of the graph elements available in the UML model with XML model elements and specifies which rule
in the transformation algorithm handles the transformation of the UML model element. Likewise, Table 4 offers a similar
mapping between the XML model and the AspectJ code. The tables show that elements, such as pointcuts, are correctly
translated from UML to XML and from XML to AspectJ. The mapping specifications show that the all elements in the input
models are correctly and consistently transformed into appropriate elements in the output model.
To confirm that the AspectJ code generated has the required quality and adheres to AspectJ syntax as defined by the
schema, the code stubs for the TransactionRollback and TransactionLogging aspects were compared to the original AspectJ
code stubs. As stated in the methodology, the original code successfully compiled to show the AspectJ code quality and
correctness. The generated code matched the original code stubs, thereby showing the transformation resulted in correct,
well-defined AspectJ code. This validation methodology was also successfully performed on the test cases for the Insurance
application and the Classroom Schedule application.
Detailed analysis of algorithm correctness for the model transformations for generating code from aspect-oriented
models is reserved for future work.
6.3. Algorithm performance
The complexity of the transformation algorithms depends on the time it takes to translate each aspect and its elements
from the input form to the expected output form. The structure of each transformation algorithm is amain loop that iterates
through the set ofM aspects and transforms each into the expected output form. An analysis of the time complexity to iterate
across all aspects in the input model is O(M). Within the translation of each aspect are four nested loops which transform
elements that compose each aspect, including import statements, member declarations, pointcuts, and advice. The time
complexity to complete the transformation of the composite elements of each aspect is O(4N), where N is the maximum
among the number of import statements, member declarations, pointcuts, and advice elements transformations for each
aspect. This yields an overall worst-case time complexity of O(M ∗ 4N), or O(M ∗ N) since the number of iterations of N is
constant.
As an empirical example, the banking system example is analyzed to determine a worst-case time complexity. In
this example, M is equal to 2, because the example has two aspects, TransactionRollback and TransactionLogging. N is
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determined by the maximum number of pointcut or advice elements associated with the aspects. N is equal to 5, which is
the total number of pointcuts associated with the TransactionLogging. So, a worst-case analysis of the number of operations
for the banking system example is 2 ∗ 4 ∗ 5 = 40 operations.
At the high level of pattern matching, the time complexity for the model-driven code generation is similar to the
complexity of relatedworks.Wenote here that our approach does not improve upon the complexity. The approach described
in [37], in fact, yields the same time complexity analysis. The pattern-based techniques iterates over the set of Live Sequence
Charts (LSCs) in the visual model, translating each into a scenario aspect. Within the iteration for an LSC, lifelines and
methods are also translated into member declarations and pointcuts, respectively. An after advice is associated with each
pointcut. So, the time complexity of the approach to generating AspectJ code in [37] isO(P∗Q ), where P is the number of LSCs
in the model and Q is the maximum between the number of LSC lifelines and LSC methods. Another approach presented
in [3] also has the similar complexity at the high-level pattern matching, where X represents the number of set of rules
and Y represents the number of edges, and the algorithm complexity is O(X ∗ Y ). In this approach, a technique based on
graph transformations is proposed to automate the process of refining Platform-Independent Model (PIM) of the design to a
Platform-Specific Model (PSM).While the complexity is not improved, themodel-driven code generation approach remains
in line with similar approaches.
7. Related work
There has been considerable interest in model-based transformations resulting in: model transformation languages
and tools (e.g., [2,4,35,52]); the systematic validation of model transformations [32]; comparative surveys [14,34], and
taxonomies [13,40]. The model transformation languages and tools offer a wide variety of techniques, or features. The
taxonomies offer a convenient abstraction to consider the many alternative approaches available. For example, at a
high level, two categories of approaches have been proposed: model-to-model and model-to-code (also referred to as
model-to-text).We use this taxonomy as ameans to help structure this section. The survey includes a sample, representative
approach in each category; it is not a comprehensive survey. The first part provides a survey of model transformation
approaches presented in the literature, which includes model-to-model and model-to-code approaches. The second part
provides a more specific survey of aspect-oriented code generation work.
7.1. Model transformation approaches
7.1.1. Model-to-model transformations
The model-to-model approaches are classified into five categories in [13]: direct-manipulation approaches, structure-
driven approaches, relational approaches, graph-transformation-based approaches, and hybrid approaches. Each category
is discussed below.
Direct manipulation (operational). In this category, internal models are represented and APIs are used to manipulate
(transform) the model, like an abstract data type. Examples in this category include approaches based on the Java Metadata
Interface standard [28], such as the open source project Jamda [27]. This category offers limited support; users are
responsible for implementing transformation rules, scheduling, tracing, and so on, in a programming language such as Java.
Note that Jamda has been used in model-to-code transformations (refer to the Visitor-based approach in Section 7.1.2). This
approach could be used to generate aspect-oriented code from an extended UML model, given a substantial programming
effort to revise the internal model and the API to support aspects and their relationships. An open source project such as
Jamda may be a suitable to start with.
Structure-driven (operational). In this category, the approaches have two steps. The first step is to use the source model to
create the hierarchical structure of the target model. The second step refines the target model by setting attributes and
references. The transformation is defined by a collection of rules, which are defined by the user. The framework determines
the scheduling.
An example of the structure-driven approach is the OptimalJ framework [11]. It is a commercial Java framework (recently
discontinued) for web-based applications; it is MOF compliant. Users specialize copier classes in order to define their own
transformation rules. A transformation rule is implemented as a method; it returns a Java object representing the class
of the target model element. Rules are not allowed to have side effects. Scheduling is determined by the framework;
it supports Java code generation at two levels (partial and for an entire tier). The approach in general follows a clear
top–down, refinement-based approach,which could bewidely applied to generate aspect-oriented code fromextendedUML
models. For the particular example product, OptimalJ, it is not clear form the publicly available documentation how much
customization to support aspect-oriented modeling and code generation could be achieved. However, if an open source
or self developed structure-driven approach was available, then this general two step approach could be used to generate
aspect-oriented code from an extended UML model. MOF compliant tools would require fundamental extensions.
Relational (declarative). This category includes declarative approaches based on mathematical relations. In this approach,
a set of relations specify what the transformation changes in the model(s) instead of specifying how these changes are
computed. In a pure form, such a specification is non-executable; however, declarative constraints can be given executable
semantics, such as in logic programming, where predicates can be used to describe the relations. In other words, relational
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approaches can be treated as a constraint satisfaction problem (i.e., constraint solving), extended with the ability to delete
information for states that do not satisfy the constraint. The relations among source and target elements are specified using
constraints. Relational approaches are side-effect-free and create target elements implicitly.
An example of a relational approach is Tefkat [35]. The Tefkat language is an open source, eclipse-based approach that is
declarative, logic based, and defined in terms of the OMG’s MOF meta-model. A Tefkat transformation specification asserts
a set of constraints that should hold over a collection of (disjoint) source and target models. These constraints can assert
the existence and type of objects in a target; values of object features; relative order of values of an object’s feature; and
assert that a named relationship (traceability) holds between one or more source and target references. A Tefkat language
implementation uses these implied constraints to construct, if possible, a suitable set of target models that satisfy the
constraints. Code generationhas not beenpresented in the literature at this time; however amodel-to-model transformation
has been presented, with different source and target languages.
In addition to the general model-to-model transformation presented in the literature, like Tefkat, object-oriented code
generationusing declarative specifications have also beenproposed [19,30]. Given this, it seems feasible that aspect-oriented
model-to-code could be accomplished by extending and integrating the declarative approaches to define constraints
to support the aspect-oriented code generation. These approaches use specialized (non-standard) versions of Prolog to
implement the constraints, which would need to be integrated into the Java-based FDAF tool support.
Graph transformation (declarative/operational). Graph-transformation-based approaches are inspired by theoretical work in
graph transformations. In their pure form, graph transformations are declarative. The transformation rules have a LHS (input
subgraph) and a RHS (output subgraph) pattern. The LHS pattern ismatched in themodel being transformed and replaced by
the RHS pattern in place. As noted in [13], a weakness of existing graph transformation theories is that they do not consider
graphs with ordered edges. Consequently, they are applicable to models that contain predominantly unordered collections
(e.g., class diagrams, where classes have unordered collections of attributes andmethods), but do not applywell to problems
where the ordering is important (e.g., statements in a method body). In practice, the declarative approaches are augmented
with operational support to handle the ordering. Ordering is handled by classical program transformation, which uses term
rewriting on abstract syntax trees (ASTs). Here, the order of child nodes is used to encode lists of program elements such
as statements. Edge ordering can be modeled in graph transformations by using edge attributes to attach an index to each
edge; however, current graph transformation-based tools do not exploit this information.
An example in this category is Graph Rewriting and Transformation (GReAT) approach [2]. The transformation language
consists of three major components: rules, test-cases, and sequencing for the rules. A rule describes a single transformation
step. Each rule consists of the LHS, RHS, a mapping of input graph elements to output graph elements, and actions. A rule
specifies the actions to perform if the input subgraph exists in the input graph. The rule execution is explicitly sequenced;
various control structures (including conditional and looping structures are available to specify the order). GREaT has been
used to generate C++ source code.
Given that UML diagrams have been represented as graphs [2,13,39,40] and source code can be represented using an
abstract syntax tree, graph-based transformation approaches that combine declarative and operational approaches seem
to be a natural fit for the model-to-code problem in general. The graph transformations provide a visual, declarative
definition for the transformation; an operational algorithm provides the sequencing and is straightforward to implement
in an imperative language. For aspect-oriented modeling and code generation, additional rules need to be defined and
sequenced, extending the existing object-oriented approaches. The Java-based FDAF tool support could be readily extended
to support this approach.
Hybrid. Hybrid approaches combine techniques from the categories previously described, for example the QVT specification
[44] has a hybrid declarative/imperative nature. Three languages are defined in the standard: Relations, Core andOperational
Mappings. These languages are organized in a layered architecture. The Relations and Core are declarative languages at two
different levels of abstraction, with a mapping implicitly defined between them. The Relations language has a textual and
a graphical concrete syntax. It intended to be an easy to use language that supports complex object pattern matching and
object template creation. The Core language is defined using minimal extensions to the Essential MOF (EMOF) and OCL
standards. The Operational Mapping language is an imperative language that extends both Relations and Core. The syntax
of theOperationalMappings language provides constructs commonly found in imperative languages (loops, conditions, etc.).
A longer term research goal is to align the aspect-oriented model-to-code generation approach with the QVT specification.
7.1.2. Model-to-code transformation
In the model-to-code category [13], two subcategories have been proposed: visitor-based and template-based
approaches.
Visitor-based code generation. This approach provides a mechanism to traverse (i.e., visit) the internal representation of a
model and write text to a text stream. Examples of this approach are Jamda [27] and MetaEdit [41]. Jamda, for example,
is an object-oriented framework that provides classes to represent UML models, an API for manipulating the models, and
a visitor mechanism to generate Java code. New model element types can be introduced by specializing the existing Java
classes that represent the predefined model element types.
As previously discussed, this approach could be used to generate aspect-oriented code from an extended UML
model, given a substantial programming effort to revise the internal model and the API to support aspects and their
relationships.
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Template-based code generation. A template is a sequence of the text that usually consists of parts to: access information from
the sourcemodel, perform code selection, and iteratively expand, or write to, the target model. Meta-code specifications are
defined to select the source code variations and iteratively expand the output, based on information taken from the source
model. The source code variations are un-typed, string patterns. This can be done using an imperative API provided to access
the internal representation of a source model or using declarative queries. Template approaches usually offer user-defined
scheduling in the form of a template calling another template internally. Templates are similar to the structure of the code
to be generated and can be readily derived from examples.
A template-based code generation approach for safety-critical real-time systems is presented in [9]. Safety-critical
systems often have a number of non-functional constraints in order to function successfully within its environment.
The ability to automatically generate code for these types of systems is critical to producing and deploying stable and
error-free systems. Templates are used to support future extensions to the meta-models used as well as to the code
generationmechanism itself. The approach also provides ameans for adding to ormodifying themeta-model used to specify
the different types of models in order to model different aspects of the system.While this approach does allow the designer
much freedom in modeling and generating fault-tolerant qualities of a system, the number of means to make changes in
this framework leave open the possibility of increased complexity of templates andmeta-model andmay leave the different
levels of the system out-of-sync without the proper controls in place. The fault-tolerant model for the system also reduces
the potential modularity of system aspects from the functional application by allowing the user to integrate fault-tolerant
code directly into the generated application code.
A UML-based QoS Management System (QMS) Framework is proposed for designing systems that, in addition to the
function aspects, also have non-functional (QoS) properties that must be specified in the systemmodels [5]. The goal of this
approach is to design and automatically generate applications using templates; the applications can adapt to their execution
environment without external influence. Part of the specified framework involves modeling and code generation of these
adaptive applications. UML extensions are used tomodel QoS requirements and standard UML constructs are used tomodel
the functional requirements of the application. The MDA approach is also followed to transform themodels into code. A key
difference in this code generation approach is merging of two models in order to generate the code for the system. A PSM
is used to specify the functional behavior of the system and includes variables to represent QoS characteristics. A platform
model (PM) is used to specify the information about the platform on which the application will run and also adds specific
details about the QoS characteristics. The QMS code generation approach is demonstrated by generating the application
ARTO (Adaptable Real-Time Objects) in the C++ programming language using templates. Full code generation is achieved
through this approach by adding C++ code directly in the PSM [10].
Themodel-to-code transformation of Aspect-oriented extendedUML to AspectJ code could be approached using a textual
template-based approach. The rules to access information from the source model, perform code selection, and iteratively
expand, or write to, the targetmodel would need to be extended from a traditional object-oriented template-based solution.
A key advantage of the graph-based transformations, the visual model, however would be lost.
7.2. Aspect-oriented code generation
The approach described in [37] defines an approach to generating code from visual models of multi-modal scenario-
based system specifications. The scenarios that aremodeled typically have two-levels of specifications, definition of behavior
within each component of the system and definition of behavior across multiple components of the system. The goal of the
approach is to generate an executable program based on multi-modal scenarios, which may be used to specify all possible
behaviors of a system. The LSC is the visual modeling language used to specify the possible behaviors of the system. A
pattern-based technique is used to transform the LSCs into what is called Scenario Aspects, where instances in the LSC are
translated to inter-type members, methods are translated to pointcuts, and after advice is used determine and update
the state of each instance. An AspectJ aspect is also developed to coordinate the states of all other aspects and call
methods to advance the system appropriately. By integrating the scenario aspects with code generated from the component
behavior specifications, the result is a fully-generated executable system. However, this approach does not support a visual
representation of the aspects and their relationships with the base design. At the time of the writing of [37], tool support
was not available to validate the approach.
The approach described in [21] uses a template-based technique of AspectJ code generation. Ameta-model for the AspectJ
programming language is defined as a UML profile. The authors distinguish their solution from other by generating code
from a comprehensive specification of the AspectJ meta-model. The meta-model defined utilizes the built-in features of the
UML meta-model by using stereotypes and tags to specify the AspectJ meta-model. By doing this instead of introducing
new element types into the UML meta-model, this meta-model specification may be used in most CASE tools that support
UML XML Meta-data Interchange (XMI) modeling interchange interface. Visually, aspects are separated from the base UML
model with which they are associated allows the approach to maintain the separation of concerns from the model to the
generated code. This is in contrast to the aspect-oriented model-driven approach outlined, in which code generated from
models which define both object-oriented and aspect-oriented concepts in a software system. By generating code from a
model in which the aspect-oriented concepts are visually separated the aspect-oriented concepts from the base model, the
modeler is required to understand the implementation and manually adhere to constraints of the AspectJ programming
language. Code generation is implemented by interfacing with the UML XMI model interchange facilities to transform the
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Table 7
Model-driven code generation approaches.
Category Example Input Output Automated
Approach Notation/Language Notation/Language Code
Generation
Model-to-model
Direct Jamda UML model Java Full
manipulation
Structure driven OptimalJ UML model Java Full
Relational Tefkat Tefkat language Code transformation None
(declarative language) not specifically
Not UML considered
Graph transformation GReAT GReAT language C++ Full
(graph transformation
language)
Not UML
Hybrid QVT Three QVT Java Full
standardized languages
Not UML
Model-to-code (Object-oriented)
Visitor-based Jamda, UML model Java Full
MetaEdit
Template-based QMS UML model C++ Partial
Aspect-oriented code generation
Multi-modal scenario-based LSC-based LSC AspectJ Approach not
implemented in
tool support
Template-based Template-based 2 separate UML models AspectJ Full
(aspect, base models)
Graph-transformation FDAF UML AspectJ Partial
aspect-oriented model to code using Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT). XSLT is a type of template-
based approach, which generates code based on elements defined in the model [55].
In summary, the aspect-orientedmodel-driven approachproposed in thiswork can bedifferentiated from the approaches
proposed in the literature (Table 7).
The new approach:
• Uses graph transformation rules which provide traceability and ease the validity and correctness proofs.
• Uses standard UML constructs and extension capabilities as opposed to specific languages that may not be supported by
industry-wide CASE tools.
• Supports the visual representation of aspects and their relationships with the base design.
• Has tool support developed as part of the validation.
• Simplifies the transformation process by relying on only one source model specifying by the functional behavior of the
application as well as the aspect-oriented content.
• Results in code that modularizes crosscutting concerns from the application by using an industry-standard
aspect-oriented implementation language, AspectJ.
8. Conclusions and future work
A model-driven code generation approach has been presented in this work, addressing the need for a proven and
validated approach to code generation based on aspect-oriented software models. This approach is a new feature in the
Formal Design Analysis Framework to support aspect-oriented software development. This novel approach uses graph
transformation rules, standard UML constructs and extension capabilities, supports the visual representation of aspects
and their relationships with the base design, uses a single source model for the design, generates an industry-standard
aspect-oriented implementation language, AspectJ, and has tool support. The approach is consistent with the OMG MDA
standard. The graph representation and translations from the extended UML model (the input) to XML (a formal, textual
representation of the input model), and from XML to AspectJ (the output) have been presented. In both transformation
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algorithms, the constraints of the meta-models are applied. The approach has been validated on three example systems; a
banking system has been reported in detail here. The source code for the example systems is publicly available. The design
models (inputs for the test cases) were reverse engineered into visual design models, represented with the Extended UML
notation from the FDAF approach.
The contributions of the aspect-oriented model-driven code generation approach include:
• Defines an AspectJ code generation approach based on graph transformation techniques. At the time of this writing, no
other works using this technique to generate AspectJ code has been found.
• Defines a MDA-based model-driven engineering approach for constructing aspect-oriented software applications.
• Provides an extension to Formal Design Analysis Framework, which is used to design and analyze aspect-oriented
architectural designs. The UML profile extension used in this approach was originally specified and supported by this
framework. Code for applications designed within the FDAF framework may be generated using this approach.
• Provides an aspect-oriented model-driven code generation approach which uses modeling notations which are de facto
standards in software engineering today and results in AspectJ code, a programming language which extends Java, a
widely-used object-oriented programming language. As a result and because it is not domain-specific, this approach
easily integrates into existing UML tools and object-oriented applications.
The aspect-oriented model-driven code generation approach also addresses a number of technical issues encompassed
within the research problem, offering benefits or meeting expectations in each area:
• The transformation takes a declarative approach to code generation, giving more focus to correct translation of the input
models into AspectJ code. A graph transformation approach is also used for code generation, which provides a proven
approach to model transformation, supports a formal, uniform approach to model transformation, and forms a basis for
future algorithm analysis and improvements.
• The approach successfully generated a substantial amount of code in validation, an amount above the goal of 15%–20%
of the original example code.
• Syntactic algorithm correctness is addressed, in part, through the specification of transformation mappings from one
type of model to another type of model, showing that the algorithms consistently transformation themodels in the same
manner across execution. AspectJ code generated during validation was also successfully compiled and compare to the
original examples to show that the expected output was received and adhered to the AspectJ meta-model.
• Ananalysis of algorithmperformance showed that a time complexity ofO(M∗N) is comparable to related code generation
works.
• The declarative nature of themodel transformation approach allows for adaptation of the approach to changes in AspectJ
or the aspect-oriented extensions in the UML meta-model.
The limitations of the aspect-oriented model-driven code generation approach defined in this paper include:
• The algorithms proposed result in code skeletons which must be modified with business logic before being used as an
executable application. Changes to the underlying software model force manual changes each time code is generation.
Full code generation is ideal. The static nature of the extended UML class diagrams does not easily allow behavior
specifications, which are needed to move closer to full code generation.
• The UML meta-model extension for aspect modeling and the transformation algorithms does not currently support the
full specification of the AspectJ programming language. This limits the degree of flexibility in defining and generating
aspects for a software application.
• The code generation approach only supports theAspectJ programming language andnot other aspect-oriented languages.
While AspectJ is the most widely used aspect-oriented language used at the time of this work, the ability to apply this
approach to generate other aspect-oriented languages makes this approach applicable to a wider audience of users and
software environments.
A number of interesting directions can be investigated in the future. First, the extended UML meta-model defined in the
FDAF approach needs to be refined to support the composition of complex join points and aspect inheritance. Second, the
automatic generation of code stubs demonstrated in this work is helpful, but a substantial amount of manual development
is left to the programmers. A long term research goal is to extend the approach to support full code generation. This will
require the use of syntactic and semantic analysis techniques, which have been successfully applied in traditional and
object-oriented code generation research. As shown in the literature, full code generation techniques based on UML require
the use of additional diagrams such as statechart, activity, sequence and, for distributed systems, allocation diagrams
[25,36,38]. An extended activity diagram from FDAF could be used to support the full code generation for non-distributed
systems. Distributed systems will require the definition of an extended allocation diagram, which is not currently defined
in FDAF.
Third, the formal verification of the generated AspectJ code (stubs or full code) with respect to the UML model is an
important issue. This requires a formal semantic definition of the AspectJ language, which is currently under investigation
in theAspectJ community.When this definition is available, the formal verification of the code generated by the approach can
be done. Additionally, a formal validation of the syntactic and semantic correctness of the model transformation approach
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Table 8
XML schema (partial) for Aspect data model.
should be addressed. Last, the limitations reported in the tool support can be addressed, including the lack of support for all
possible pointcut types and the ability to clearly model the use of different advices for each pointcut.
Appendix A. XML schema definition
An XML schema for the aspect has been defined, which represents the privilege, name, modifier, and pointcuts. The tags
and organization of the schema have been derived from the definition of AspectJ syntax. For example, the AspectJ syntax
definition beginswith the production rule for an Aspect; our corresponding XML schema beginswith the tag 〈Aspect〉, which
is composed of tags for pointcuts. Table 8 shows a partial view of the XML schema that has been designed for this model.
The complete definition is available in [8].
Appendix B. Implementation model transformation (Extended UML model to XML model)
B.1. Graph representation of the extended UML model
The following list defines the notations used to specify the node tuples and edges in the graph representation of the UML
class diagram:
1. A UML aspect node is defined as aspectCD = (name, isPrivileged, isAbstract, packageName, modifier, extendedAspect,
importedClasses, interTypeMembers, pointcuts, advices), where:
• name is a String attribute, denoting the name of the Aspect;
• isPrivileged is a Boolean attribute;
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• isAbstract is a Boolean attribute;
• packageName is a String attribute;
• modifier is a String attribute; and
• extendedAspect is a String attribute.
• imports is a finite set of importCD attributes;
• members is a finite set of memberCD elements;
2. A UML class node is defined as classCD = (name, fields, methods), where:
• name is a String attribute, denoting the name of the Class;
• fields is a finite set of fields defined in classCD (notation not defined here); and
• methods is a finite set of methods defined in classCD (notation not defined here).
3. A UML aspect import statement attribute is defined as importCD = (packageName), where:
• packageName is a String, denoting the name of an existing Java package;
4. A UML aspect inter-type member declaration attribute is defined as memberCD = (memberType, modifier, fieldType,
returnType, parameters, name, statements), where:
• memberType is a String, denoting if the member is a field or a method;
• modifier is a String, denoting if the member is public, private, or protected;
• fieldType is a String;
• returnType is a String;
• parameters is a String, listing the parameters if memberType is method;
• name is a String, denoting the name of the member field or method; and
• statements is a String, denoting the expression evaluated to set the field name variable or the statements in the
method block.
5. A UML advice node is defined as adviceCD = (name, fields, methods), where:
• name is a String attribute, denoting the name of the Class;
• fields is a finite set of fields defined in adviceCD (notation not defined here); and
• methods is a finite set of methods defined in adviceCD (notation not defined here).
6. A UML pointcut edge is defined as p-edgeCD = (isAbstract, modifier, name, parameters, aspectName, pointcutExpr),
where:
• isAbstract is a Boolean attribute;
• modifier is a String, denoting if the member is public, private, or protected;
• name is a String, denoting the name of the Pointcut;
• parameters is a String, listing the parameters accepted by the Pointcut;
• aspectName is a String, denoting the aspectCD node that contains the pointcut declaration; and
• pointcutExpr is a cdPointcutExpr, which defines the join point;
7. A UML pointcut expression attribute is defined as pointcutExprCD = (exprType, type, PCoperator, pointcutExprs,
pcutname, pcutParameters, modifier, classtype, name, returntype, fieldtype, anyparameters, parameters), where:
• exprType is a String, denoting if this expression is simple, complex, or named;
• type is a String, denoting the join point type (i.e. call, execution, etc.);
• operator is a String, denoting either ‘!’, ‘&&’, or ‘||’;
• pointcutExprs is a finite set of pointcutExprCD elements which does not include this pointcutExprCD and 1 ≤
|poincutExprs| ≤ 2;
• pcutname is a String, denoting the name of the pointcut, if this expression is of type named;
• pcutParameters is a String, listing the parameters of the pointcut pcutname;
• modifier is a String, denoting if the pointcut method or field is public, private, or protected;
• classtype is a String, denoting the classCD which contains the join point;
• name is a String, denoting the name of the field or method identified as the join point;
• returntype is a String, denoting the type of value returned by the method chosen as the pointcut;
• fieldtype is a String, denoting the type contained in the field variable;
• anyparameters is a Boolean, denoting if the pointcut matches any parameters for the method; and
• parameters is a String, listing the parameters for the pointcut method;
8. A UML advice-type edge is defined as at-edgeCD = (type, poincutName, returnType, isReturning, isThrowing), where:
• adviceName is a String, denoting the name of the advice node, adviceCD, from where this edge originates;
• aspectName is a String, denoting the name of the aspect node, aspectCD, which is the target end of this edge;
• pointcutName is a String, denoting the name of the pointcut associated with this advice;
• type is a String attribute, denoting if the advice is of type before, after, or around;
• returnType is a String attribute, denoting the type of value returned if this.type is around;
• isReturning is a Boolean attribute, describing around advice; and
• isThrowing is a Boolean attribute, describing around advice.
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B.2. Graph representation of the XML model
The list below defines the notations used to specify the nodes and containment relationships in the graph representation
S = (VS, ES) of the XML model:
1. An XML edge is defined as edgeS = (parentNode, childNode), where:• parentNode is a String, denoting the name an XML node; and
• childNode is a String, denoting the name of XML node contained within parentNode.
2. An XML aspect node is defined as aspectS = (name, packagename, isAbstract, modifier, imports, members, pointcuts,
advices), where name is a String, denoting the name of the Aspect.
3. An XML packagename node is defined as packagenameS = (pkgName), where pkgName is a String, denoting the name
of a Java package.
4. An XML abstract node is defined as abstractS = (isAbstract), where isAbstract is a String, either true or false.
5. An XML privilege node is defined as privilegeS = (isPrivileged), where isPrivileged is a String, either true or false.
6. An XML modifier node is defined as modifierS = (accessModifier), where accessModifier is a String containing public,
private, or protected.
7. An XML member type node is defined as memberTypeS = (type), where type is a String, denoting if the member is a
field or amethod.
8. An XML field type node is defined as fieldTypeS = (type), where type is a String, denoting the data or object type stored
in a field.
9. An XML return type node is defined as methodReturnTypeS = (type), where type is a String, denoting the data or object
type returned by a method.
10. An XML parameter list node is defined as parameterListS and is uniquely identified by the set of children parameter
nodes associated with it. A parameter list node must have children in order to exist in graph S.
11. An XML import statement node is defined as importS = (pkgName), where pkgName is a String, denoting the name of
an existing Java package.
12. An XML name node is defined as nameS = (name), where name is a String denoting the name of the parent node that
contains it.
13. An XML statements node is defined as statementsS = (block), where block is a String denoting the set of statements on
the RHS of a field initialization or the statements in a method definition.
14. An XML member node is defined as memberS and is uniquely identified by the set of children nodes associated with it.
A member node must have children in order to exist in the graph S.
15. An XML pointcut node is defined as pointcutS and is uniquely identified by the set of children nodes associated with it.
A pointcut node must have children in order to exist in graph S.
16. An XML advice node is defined as adviceS and is uniquely identified by the set of children nodes associated with it. An
advice node must have children in order to exist in the graph S.
17. An XML advice type node is defined as adviceTypeS = (type), where type is a String denoting if the advice is of type
before, after, or around.
18. An XML pointcut identifier node is defined as pointcutIDS = (pointcutName), where pointcutName is a String denoting
the name of a pointcut.
19. An XML returning node is defined as returningS = (isReturning), where isReturning is a String, either true or false,
describing advice of type around.
20. An XML throwing node is defined as throwingS = (isThrowing), where isThrowing is a String, either true or false,
describing advice of type around.
21. An XML pointcut expression node is defined as pointcutExprS and is uniquely identified by the set of children nodes
associated with it. A pointcut expression node must have children in order to exist in graph S.
22. An XML pointcut expression type node is defined as exprTypeS = (type), where type is a String, denoting if this
expression is simple, complex, or named.
23. An XML pointcut type is defined as pCutTypeS = (type), where type is a String, denoting the join point type.
24. An XML pointcut operator node is defined as operatorS = (opExpr), where opExpr is a String, denoting either ‘!’, ‘&&’,
or ‘||.’
25. An XML pointcut class type pattern is defined as memberClassTypePatternS = (class), where class is a String denoting
the class which contains the join point method.
26. An XML pointcut name pattern is defined as memberNamePatternS = (name), where name is a String denoting the
name of the field, method, or pointcut identified as the join point.
27. An XML pointcut any-parameter match node is defined as matchAnyParameterTypeS = (boolean), where boolean is a
String, either true or false, denoting if the pointcut matches any parameters for the method.
28. An XML parameter node is defined as parameterS and is uniquely identified by the set of children parameter nodes
associated with it. A parameter node must have children in order to exist in graph S and may only have parameterListS
as a parent node.
29. An XML parameter type node is defined as parameterTypeS = (type), where type is a String, denoting the primitive or
object type for this parameter. parameterTypeS may only have parameterListS as a parent.
30. An XML parameter identifier is defined as parameterIdS = (name), where name is a String, denoting the name of the
parameter variable. parameterIdS may only have parameterListS as a parent.
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B.3. Algorithm for transforming extended UML into XML document
The algorithm for transforming the implementation model from an extended UML class diagram into an XML document
model is specified in Table 9.
Appendix C. Model-to-implementation transformation (XML model to AspectJ code)
C.1. Graph representation of the AspectJ code
The following list defines the notations used to specify the nodes and edges in the graph representation of an AspectJ
implementation:
1. An AspectJ edge is defined as edgeT = (parentNode, childNode), where:
• parentNode is a String, denoting the name an AspectJ node; and
• childNode is a String, denoting the name of AspectJ node contained within parentNode.
2. An AspectJ implementation node represents the file in which the code is stored and is defined as AspectJT = (filename,
package), where:
• filename is a String, denoting the name of the file in which the code for an aspect implemented in AspectJ is stored;
and
• package is a String containing the statement declaring the Java package in which this aspect is included.
3. An AspectJ import statement node is defined as importT = (package), where:
• package is a String, denoting the name of the package to be imported.
4. An AspectJ aspect declaration node is defined as aspectT = (isAbstract, isPrivileged, modifier, identifier), where:
• isAbstract is a Boolean attribute, denoting whether the aspect is defined as abstract;
• isPrivileged is a Boolean attribute, denoting whether the aspect is defined as privileged;
• modifier is a String attribute, denoting the access modifier of the aspect as public, private, or protected; and
• identifier is a String attribute, denoting the name of the aspect.
• pointcuts is a finite set of aPointcut elements, pointcut declarations; and
• advices is a finite set of aAdvice elements, advice definitions.
5. An AspectJ inter-type field member declaration node is defined as fieldMemberT = (modifier, fieldType, classType,
name, expression), where:
• modifier is a String attribute, denoting the access modifier of the field as public, private, or protected;
• fieldType is a String attribute, denoting the Java data type stored in this field;
• classType is a String attribute, denoting the class type that owns this field; and
• name is a String attribute, denoting the name of the field.
6. An AspectJ field initialization expression node is defined as fieldExprT = (expression), where expression is a String,
denoting the statement evaluated to initial the value of this field.
7. An AspectJ inter-type method member declaration node is defined as methodMemberT = (modifier, returnType,
classType, name), where:
• modifier is a String, denoting the access modifier of the method as public, private, or protected;
• returnType is a String, denoting the Java data type returned by this method;
• classType is a String, denoting the class type that owns this method; and
• name is a String, denoting the name of the method.
8. An AspectJ method body node is defined as statementsT = (body), where body is a String which defines the statements
that make up the body of a method.
9. An AspectJ parameter declaration node is defined as parameterT = (type, name), where:
• type is a String, denoting the Java data type; and
• name is a String, denoting the name of the parameter.
10. An AspectJ aspect pointcut declaration node is defined as pointcutT = (modifier, isAbstract, identifier, parameters,
pointcutExpr), where:
• modifier is a String, denoting the access modifier of the method as public, private, or protected;
• isAbstract is a Boolean, denoting if the pointcut is declared as abstract;
• identifier is a String, denoting the name of the pointcut;
• pointcutExpr is a pointcutExprT element, defining the join point specified by this pointcut.
11. An AspectJ pointcut expression node is defined as pointcutExprT and is an abstract node type that may be a
complexPointcutExprT , simplePointcutExprT , or namedPointcutExprT element.
12. An AspectJ complex pointcut expression node represents a pointcut expression composed of multiple join point types.
It is defined as complexPointcutExprT = (operator, pointcutExprs), where:
• operator is a String, denoting either ‘!,’ ‘&&,’ or ‘||.’
• pointcutExprs is a finite set of pointcutExprT elements;
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Table 9
Algorithm for transforming extended UML model into XML document model.
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Table 9
(continued)
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Table 10
Algorithm for transforming XML document model into AspectJ code implementation (full).
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Table 10
(continued)
13. An AspectJ simple pointcut expression node represents a pointcut expression with only one type of join point. It is
defined as simplePointcutExprT = (type, joinpointSignature), where:
• type is a String, denoting the join point type (i.e. call, execution, etc.); and
• joinpointSignature is a String, denoting the signature of the method chosen as the join point and includes
information such as the return type, class, name, and parameters.
14. An AspectJ named pointcut expression node represents a pointcut expression whose join point is another pointcut. It is
defined as namedPointcutExprT = (pcutname, pcutParameters), where:
• pcutname is a String, denoting the name of the pointcut; and
• pcutParameters is a String, denoting the parameters that the named pointcut takes as input, if any.
15. An AspectJ advice declaration node is defined as adviceT = (type, isReturning, isThrowing, pointcutName, returnType,
statements), where:
• type is a String, denoting the type of advice as before, after, or around;
• isReturning is a Boolean, specifying whether the after advice runs after successful return of the pointcut;
• isThrowing is a Boolean, specifying whether the after advice runs after the join point exits abruptly and throws an
Exception;
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• pointcutName is a String, denoting the pointcut associated with this advice and is the name of a pointcut in
aAspect.pointcuts;
• returnType is a String, denoting the Java data type returned by this advice if type is around.
C.2. Algorithm for transforming XML document into AspectJ
The algorithm for transforming the XML Document model into AspectJ code implementation is specified in Table 10.
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